
 

Refx Nexus 2 Sound Of The 90s Expansion Torrent ((LINK))

the refined and dangerous essence of the dark, angry pop hits of the new wave generation has
been captured in this pack. hope, destruction and desire can be found everywhere in this pack.

four sound designers - andy hinz, mirko ruta, stephan endemann and marcel seifer - have
worked together to bring to life their visions for this powerful pack. the sounds in this pack are

deliberately made dirty, dark and gritty, and they will certainly help you express your inner
darkness. hardcore and dnb are represented here with this pack - sounds of broken glass, deep
basslines and grainy textures fill the darkness. the sound of 80s turbo-power & edm is huge in
the party scene, dancing is the rage for many. therefx nexus 2 expansion pack brings some of

the definitive sounds of that decade to this package. as a tribute to the 80s technology, this pack
uses the special percussion sound effects of avenger's rhythm arpeggiator to play all the beats in
a live setting. this final chapter of the vps avenger trilogy will raise the level of all other previous

releases! once again, manuel schleis and espen kraft unleash their wild creativity! close your
eyes, turn the volume up and let the waves of 80s synths wash over you for days on end.

sensual chords, thunderous drums, addictive basslines, powerful fx, melodic leads and
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expressive pads-youll find it all in here! and all these sounds have a human side to them. thanks
to espen's warm analog and digital sound design, these incredible sounds are perfect for the

dance floor and work great for cinematic, chillout, commercial and live music as well. a musical
time machine, a superb keyboardtweaker and a must have for all of you!
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this is our last expansion pack for the avenger packs - you are now ready to explore the depths
of the avenger's sounds. we made this for our own use, and thought it would be really helpful to
you. we took the kick drums and the basses and made them thicker so that you will get tons of
loud punches that will make your floor shake. this is the ultimate pack for fans of dark housy,

tech-house, house and techno. it is all here: polysynths, pads, sounds and everything you need
to create your own musical fantasies. this is the bundle of all our expansions and also some

bonus material. (as we made it for our own use, we suggest not to use it for commercial
purposes.) this includes some bonus vsti instruments and sub synths. take the heavy pads, hard
kicks and classic leads and make your own futuristic electronica tracks and soundscapes. are you

looking for deep basses, crisp snares, sharp plucks, ethereal glitches, airy pads, filters, swells,
arpeggiated leads - a combination of all that? get this expansion pack! it's the perfect mix for
your personal musical sound. this is the trailer for the brand new garage beats pack we are

currently working on. garage beats is a new genre that mixes synths, samples and loops
together with some direct garage elements. garage beats is a refreshing soundscape with doses
of the 80s and 90s. it's a mix between guitars, synths, samples and fresh basslines. the newest

expansion for the avenger refx features all the ninesque dubstep sounds that are dominating the
charts these days. warpitywag-style synths and wobly drum sounds paired with fat breakbeats

will spin you inside a thrashing dubstep nightmare. and to spice things up a bit there is a special
2-v-1 preset with one true to life wobly pad synth and one wobbly drum machine with added
hats. enjoy a total of 13.000 samples with the easy-to-use refx controls and manipulate these

warping wobble pads, bright kicks, synthriffs and drums, of course you can also use the standard
editable preset to create your own dubstep masterpieces. before the arrival of this expansion of
refx series we have done something absolutely special: what manuel and i have actually been

into for decades of producing dance music, germany has a history full of this genre. it was a long
process to create this pack. we researched, mixed, remastered and sampled every single 80s
and 90s germanic dance sound our own ears could count. this is a large expansion, with 339

machine files and 180 fantastic, authentic wavetables for you to use. and before you go out and
buy your whole dubstep arsenal..this is what you are looking for. order now. explode into

madness with this in-house exclusive dubstep expansion pack! (of course you want to have this
if you are into synthwave or synthpop, too) 5ec8ef588b
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